
Autohauler Supply is pleased to offer discounted wholesale pricing to all members of the Auto 

Haulers Association of America.  The prices below are good on any size order!  However, please note 
that we have pallet-quantity pricing available upon request.  (And this will save you a ton of money on 
shipping, because we'll pay the freight bill on those!) Call Steve at 503-698-1957.

New Products & Development

If you're tired of the old yellow height sticks breaking on you, we highly recommend you try out one of 
our new Big Red height sticks.  These height sticks have the thickest, strongest tubes on the 

market.  And with the 4 stage telescopic design and carrying bag, they're easy to store.

The Big Red Height Stick

SKU#: AH-REDSTICK
 4.3 (7 reviews)

Our Price: $109.95
It's big. It's red. It's our newest height stick. This 15 ft height 
stick with 4 ft horizontal swing arm features the strongest 
hardware and the thickest fiberglass tubes. Best of all, it 
collapses down to 4' 5" long, making it the easiest height stick 
to store! Comes with a durable hinge and wing screw, to make 
it the sturdier, simpler (fewer parts that can break) solution, 
and our faster to snap in place white nylon buttons.
Ships from PA, GA
 

Big Orange Wheel Straps

The Big Orange line came about because our customers asked for a product that would give them both 
higher strength and longer life.  After experimenting with different versions, we created straps with 
18,000 lb webbing as well as improved brackets and hooks.  By testing components both before and 
after fabrication, our quality assurance program means that you are getting the highest value for your 
money.  

Strap Truck Wheel Straps

Big Orange Double J Wire Hook Replacement Wheel Strap, 10 ft (Box of 

20)

SKU#: AH-ORANGE-DJ-10x20
Our Price: $155.00 ($7.75 each)
Box of 20 ten foot replacement wheel straps with 
double J wire hooks. 2,500 LB WLL. Works great for 
strap trucks with built-in strap ratchet boxes or for 
hand ratchet wheel straps.
Ships from GA
 
Big Orange Double J Wire Hook Cottrell Style Wheel Strap (Box of 15)

SKU#: AH-ORANGE-DJ-12x15
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Our Price: $123.75 ($8.25 each)
Box of 15 twelve foot replacement wheel straps with 
double J wire hooks. 2,500 LB WLL. Works great for 
strap trucks with built-in strap ratchet boxes or for 
hand ratchet wheel straps.
Ships from GA

 
Big Orange Swivel J Wheel Strap ver 3, 10 ft (Box of 15)

SKU#: AH-ORANGE-SJv3-10x15
Our Price: $194.25 ($12.95 each)
Box of 15 ten foot replacement wheel straps with 
swivel J hooks. 3700 LB WLL. Works great for strap 
trucks with built-in strap ratchet boxes or for hand 
ratchet wheel straps. This is version 3 of our line of 
replacement wheel straps with swivel J hook. Features 
a close-fitting roller sleeve to prevent strap wear and 
an extra heavy-duty bracket.
Ships from GA
 
Big Orange Swivel J Wheel Strap ver 3 (Box of 15)

SKU#: AH-ORANGE-SJv3-12x15
 5 (1 review)

Our Price: $209.25 ($13.95 each)
Box of 15 twelve foot replacement wheel straps with 
swivel J hooks. 3700 LB WLL. Works great for strap 
trucks with built-in strap ratchet boxes or for hand 
ratchet wheel straps. This is version 3 of our line of 
replacement wheel straps with swivel J hook. Features 
a close-fitting roller sleeve to prevent strap wear and 
an extra heavy-duty bracket.
Ships from GA, PA
 
Big Orange Swivel J Wheel Strap ver 3, 14 ft (Box of 14)

SKU#: AH-ORANGE-SJv3-14x14
Our Price: $209.30 ($14.95 each)
Box of 14 14ft replacement wheel straps with swivel J 
hooks. 3700 LB WLL. Works great for strap trucks 
with built-in strap ratchet boxes or for hand ratchet 
wheel straps. This is version 3 of our line of 
replacement wheel straps with swivel J hook. Features 
a close-fitting roller sleeve to prevent strap wear and 
an extra heavy-duty bracket.
Ships from GA
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Ratchet Wheel Straps 

Big Orange Double J Wire Hook Ratchet Wheel Strap, HD Ratchet (Box of 

10)

SKU#: AH-ORANGE-DJv2-10-Rx10
 5 (1 review)

Our Price: $139.50 ($13.95 each)
10 ft ratchet wheel strap made of 18,000 lb webbing 
with double J wire hook sewn to end, one idler, 3 
rubber tread grabs, blocker stitching to keep them 
sliding around too much, plus a New SUPER DUTY 

ratchet handle attached to a wire hook with webbing. 
2,500 LB WLL (Box of 10)
Ships from GA
 
Big Orange Swivel J Ratchet Wheel Strap, HD Ratchet (Box of 8)

SKU#: AH-ORANGE-SJv2-10-Rx8
Our Price: $132.00 ($16.50 each)
10 foot ratchet wheel straps with swivel J hooks. (Box 
of 8). These straps made of 18,000 lb webbing with 
swivel J hook sewn to end, one idler, 3 rubber tread 
grabs, blocker stitching to keep them sliding around 
too much, plus a New SUPER DUTY ratchet handle 
attached to a swivel J hook with webbing. 3700 LB 
WLL tag.
Ships from GA
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